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							WE TAKE CARE OF YOUR NET 
							Whiteready strengthens and protects your Internet presence through networking, internet-working, hosting, housing and colocation services, virtual machine and virtual private server service.  
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							TWO DATA CENTRES

Security for Whiteready is  the foundation of its presence on the net, thanks to their data centres in Italy and the UK.
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REAL PROFESSIONALS

Neither robots, bots nor automated chats, but only professionals able to respond promptly to your requests. 
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							Whiteready.

Ready for your company. 
							Since 1998 protecting your value 
													
					
					
				
				
			
			













IN A GLANCE



Security 
& Assistance



















Two data centres




Security for Whiteready is not a collateral service to offer to customers, but the foundation of its presence on the net, thanks to their data centres in Italy and the UK.













































Real Professionals






The assurance of real customized assistance: neither robots, bots nor automated chats, but only professionals able to respond promptly to your requests.

















































THIS IS WHAT WE DO



Services
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SECURITY

Business Continuity Management, Business Impact Analysis, Vulnerability Assessment,   
Penetration Test, Incident Response



READ MORE
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HOSTING

A safe place for your activity: 
web hosting, housing virtual machine  & virtual private server.



READ MORE
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ADVANCED SOLUTIONS

Cloud Services, Domain name registration and transfer, web design and web application, GDPR Compliance



READ MORE












A Benefit Company






Whiteready srl is a Benefit Company.



As a benefit company, our primary goal is to create a positive impact on society and the environment. 
We aim to balance purpose and profit by considering the interests of various stakeholders, including our employees, customers, communities, and the planet.



READ MORE
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VIDEO



WhiteTube
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Watch all our videos on WhiteTube,  the Whiteready video channel.






Whiteready's cloud services and security remote backup
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2023 Whiteready Presentation and Sustainability
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We Are Simply Complex at Whiteready
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The secret of data security in the past present and future
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Why a Polar Bear?










A polar bear is able to protect what is entrusted by Nature, as we have always protected your values on the Internet, offering security, reliability and trust.
And a direct relationship with people, not tools or answering machines.
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Whiteready
European Technology 
Award 2021 in Hosting
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Whiteready s.r.l. SB (Benefit Corporation)
V.A.T. 09118910018
Registered office: via Gianfrancesco Re 3 - 10146 Torino (Italy)
Phone +39 011 6602616/6314301
info@whiteready.com

Server room: Centro Pier della Francesca,
corso Svizzera 185 - 10149 Torino (Italy)







Wr London Ltd. - Company Number 07840968W
1 Merton Park Parade - Wimbledon
London SW19 3NT - United Kingdom 
Phone +44 203 529 6834
info@wr-london.co.uk



PRIVACY POLICY | COOKIE POLICY
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ISO 9001: 2015 Cert.
Management System 
Cert. 0222 EA33
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ISO 9001: 2015 
Cert. Quality System 
Cert. 263/23 SGQ





QUALITY POLICY
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© 2023 Whiteready s.r.l.
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